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Nintendo ds emulator android full apk

DraStic DS Emulator APK is a Nintendo DS simulation application developed by Exophase. If you don't know, Nintendo DS has been Nintendo's favorite video game console. Nintendo DS, abbreviated is DS, is a handheld game console with two screens (Dual Screen). This is a very popular video game and sold in the United States on
November 24, 2004. The device has two LCD screens running in parallel at the same time, especially the lower screen with pre-built touch, so you can choose touch control or use buttons on both sides of the screen to play games. Similar to GameBoy, this portable gaming console incorporates a wireless microphone that supports Wi-Fi
connectivity so you can interact online with others. The opponent of this machine is Sony's PlayStation. In order not to be outdone with its rivals, Nintendo has now developed the DS for a new step when the 3DS game machine is officially launched. Table of Contents [ShowHide]NameDraStic DS
EmulatorPackagecom.dsemu.drasticPublisherExophaseCategoryEmulatorVersionr2.5.2.2aSize15MMOD FeaturesLucklicance LiabilityRequiresAndroid 4.1As I said, in order not to be left behind by Sony, Nintendo developed a 3DS to replace the DS. And now, DS is no longer developed by Nintendo and sold in the game market.
However, with DraStic DS Emulator, you can play DS games right on your smartphone. Like DamonPS2 PRO, Exophase is a very talented and passionate developer of hand game systems, they regret it when the DS no longer develops and wants to take it to the smartphone. It is convenient when you can play DS games right on your
phone. You can enjoy your favorite games anytime, anywhere. The developer has confirmed that you can run all the games in the DS with just this great application. However, this application has not yet been completed, so there are still some minor bugs. And they won't provide the ROM games for copyright reasons. They emphasized
that this is just a clone, not affiliated with Nintendo. But don't be too worried because currently, there are still many players who love these games, you can completely download the game ROM to the Internet.Main featuresSupport high resolution: This application supports and enhances up to 2 times the resolution of 3D games on the DS
device (works only on high-end basic phone devices). Customize screen position: You can fully customize the position of both screens, you can leave two parallel screens or a screen at the top, one screen below. Backup and resume support at all times: Like GameBoy, this great application supports save backups in the state you are
playing. If you're playing but someone calls, you can save the game and continue at that stage when you return. Highly optimized: Experience the game at the best quality. has optimized the application to the maximum, increasing compatibility on all phones with many different configurations. Battery Saver: For users to play for hours, the
developer also adds battery-saving features to their Storage Synchronization: So you don't lose the game archive file when restoring factory settings, this app also lets you synchronize storage through Google Drive.Fast-forward: To speed up your app, they added this feature. There are some games with long and boring conversations that
you can speed up to jump through these boring segments. Supports cheat codes: Entering cheat codes can achieve something in the game depending on the type of code. If you've ever played Pokemon, you'll know what a cheat code is. MakeDraStic DS Emulator is a great application for those who love the series of games in DS. Not
only are there a lot of great features, but the app doesn't contain ads either. In addition, you can experience DamonPS2 PRO – a PS2 emulator for Android. If you have any questions about how to install or how to use this application, please leave your comment below article. We will answer you as soon as possible. Download DraStic DS
EMULATOR MOD APK for Android (Latest version) The best emulator of all emulators Play any PC or console game from your Android High Speed NDS Emulator Device The best Nintendo 3DS emulator for Android A PlayStation 2 emulator for Android The emulator emulator that allows you to play everything UPDATED ON
Wednesday, January 6, 2021 Last Paid Apk! There is no root required!!! Here is the Android Drastic DS Emulator Apk Pro version apk 2021 without license required. Download Drastic DS Emulator paid apk for free Android does not require work apk now also for Oreo, Marshmallow, and Nougat. The best Android Emulator of all time
courtesy of its smooth performance that enhances the gaming experience of players with higher resolutions, more graphics, faster gameplay, tweak the gaming experience with thousands of much patchy trick codes since emulator emulator is a fast Nintendo DS emulator for Android as the name suggests DS Emulator and brings the
ability to play DS games at full speed DS Emulator Apk Apk Updated in January 2021 Apk Size: 12M Apk Installs: 1.000.000 – 5.000.000 Last version: r2.000 5.3.4a Required: 2.3+ Developer: Exophase Google Play LATEST APK: DOWNLOAD Paid Version of DraStic DS Emulator comes with a number of features including screen
design customization, driver customization, support for hardware drivers, fast forward , Google Drive support, and improved graphics representation for some high-end devices. Below are the detailed features. Improve the game's 3D graphics to 2×2 times its original resolution (It works best on high-end quad-core devices) Customize the
placement and size of DS displays, for portrait and landscape modes It fully supports additional drivers and physical controls on devices such as Nvidia Shield and Play Save and resume your game progress anywhere with save states Adjust your gaming experience with a database of thousands of cheat codes Synchronize your games
with your cloud saving speed with ds full apk fast forward drastic emulator GTA Liberty City Stories MOD APK DraStic Nintendo DS emulator DraStic DS Emulator Mod Apk Patched and Full Version is a fast Nintendo DS emulator for Android. In addition to being able to play Nintendo DS games at full speed on many Android devices it has
the following features. DraStic DS Emulator Features Improve the game's 3D graphics to 2 times its original resolution (this optional feature works best on high-end four-core devices) Customize the placement and size of DS displays, for vertical and horizontal modes Fully supports premium drivers, and physical controls on devices like
nVidia Shield and Xperia Play Save and resume your progress anywhere with save statuses Adjust your gaming experience with a database of thousands of cheat codes Synchronize your saving games with your google drive online space Increase emulation speed with fast forward If you have any uncertainty about the emulator please
check out the demo version , which will allow you to evaluate how the emulator works on your device. DraStic DS Emulator Mod Apk Patched is only intended to play private backups of legally acquired Nintendo DS games. This product is not affiliated with or approved by Nintendo in any way. Do not ask us for ROMs or help to get them,
any request will be ignored. NOTE: Wi-Fi/multiplayer emulation is not supported at this time. If you need help, please email us at drastic.ds@gmail.com For more information, see the readme here: For a change log see here: Many of us enjoy Nintendo DS games when we were kids. They were the trend before mobile games were
possible. But now that mobile games are being released left and right, more people are playing on mobile devices than ever before. That said, the games on these consoles are still being played by millions and if you're one of them you'd like to join in the fun, but don't have a Nintendo DS, you're in for a treat. DraStic DS APK Emulator is
an Android emulator created by Exophase. It has over 1 million downloads in the Google Play Store that shows its incredible popularity. With this app, you can play all your favorite Nintendo DS games right on your mobile phone! Do I love knowing more? Read on! What is DraStic DS Emulator? For those unknown, Nintendo DS is a
handheld game device developed by Nintendo in 2004. It is a unique game device because it has two screens. So far, millions of players are still playing Nintendo DS games and still have a dedicated fan base around the world. But over the years, mobile games became the norm. For they want to play Nintendo games, but they don't have
the console, they didn't have a choice. But now, thanks to DraStic DS Emulator, they can play Nintendo games. DraStic DS Emulator emulates a DS console that allows your mobile phone to become a portable console. This allows you to play exclusive nintendo exclusive you can't play otherwise if you don't have the Nintendo DS. For
Nintendo game lovers, this is a breakthrough and a miracle. This app allows them to play their favorite console games right from their phone! Even if there are a lot of Nintendo DS simulators out there, they are mostly slow and ineffective. DraStic DS Emulator on the other hand is fast and the only emulator you'll ever need. If you're
curious about this app, read on to learn more about its features. Features of DraStic DS Emulator As mentioned above, DraStic DS Emulator has everything you'll need on a Nintendo DS emulator. The 1 million-plus people who downloaded the app already talk a lot about the effect and popularity of this app. If you are not yet convinced,
here are the features of the DRAStic DS emulator. Enhance the graphics – Nintendo DS games typically have a resolution of 256px X 192px. This would not be a problem for a player using Nintendo DS as it perfectly matches the device. However, if you play Nintendo DS games that use your mobile phone, there is a significant significant
drop in quality immediately. That's because most Android devices today have full HD resolutions. DraStic DS Emulator solves this problem, allowing you to finish with the game's 3D graphics up to twice its original resolution. This means that whatever Android device you have, you can be insured from smooth play and light graphics.
Customization: If you're not familiar with Nintendo DS, it has 2 separate screens. When you play a game, you can use both screens, but both have different functions. It would be chaos when you play games that are originally designed on a 2-screen device like the Nintendo DS. That's why DraStic allows you to customize two monitors
with the same operation. This way, you can rotate the screen horizontally so that it is placed in two directions. However, if you're using a tablet or phone with a big screen, you can set up your screens vertically. This allows you to play games as you would on the Nintendo DS without ruining the user experience at all! Supported add-on
drivers : The DRAStic DS emulator perfectly simulates the buttons you can see on Nintendo DS devices. You will see the buttons: A, B, X, Y and two L and R keys at the top of the screen. It also has a feature where it supports the controls of premium drivers that connect to nVidia Shield and Xperia Play if you want a more perfect
experience. Doing so will grant you more game screen so you can see your game better! Save – In addition, DraStic also allows players to save games anytime they want. These files are stored in your device's memory. If your device's memory is full, Upload them to Google Drive to back them up for any time you need. That way, even if
you play on a new device, you can still load your previously saved progress in any game! Pretty convenient, right? Add codes – If you are getting bored with normal, normal gameplay, because DraStic also supports action playback codes. These codes allow you to gain a significant unfair advantage in the game in order to savor things
from time to time. It allows you to complete the stages easily without having to repeat Fast Forward – If you also want to fast forward your game to speed things up, you can do it freely with DraStic DS Emulator. This allows you to skip story lines or boring views. Or if you want to finish the game quickly. Great user interface – If you're afraid
to install third-party apps to play your favorite Nintendo games, don't be! DraStic DS Emulator makes it incredibly easy to set up and customize your gaming experience to satisfy players. Just a tap and you'll have access to all your duties on a wheel. And the controls themselves are very sensitive and simple so you don't need to make a
lot of adjustments. Basically, DraStic DS Emulator has already done everything for you so you don't have to worry about anything! DraStic DS Emulator is a powerful emulator that Nintendo players will love. But if you don't want to pay anything to download this app, just download the APK here and you're ready to go! Go!
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